At the forefront of innovation since 2014, ProctorExam is the
first white-label infrastructure for online proctoring.
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ABOUT PROCTOREXAM

Our journey, so far
“Could you please take a 12 hour flight in order to take a 1 hour exam?”
This question set the stage for ProctorExam to be founded in April 2014 as Daniel Haven,
CEO, was taking an online course for which he was asked to travel to a US campus to
take his final exam while living in The Netherlands.
Four years later, ProctorExam has helped students in over 60 countries to complete their
exams remotely.
Understanding that education providers requirements were critical to introduce
successfully such digital offering in the academic and corporate sectors, ProctorExam
joined, after an extensive development phase, the European Online Exam Consortium - an
Erasmus + project.
As a result of this collaborative work, knowledge and insights, ProctorExam choose to
focus its activity on its core expertise in 2018, providing today a reliable and scalable
“Proctoring Infrastructure as a Service” platform that includes the first 360 degrees
monitoring and recording capabilities, a fully web-based and integrable solution along
with a highly customisable platform for service and software companies worldwide to
develop localised proctoring services in their respective markets.
Today, ProctorExam has partnered with 9 distributors to date, with hubs in The United
States, Spain, Scandinavia, The Netherlands, The Middle-East and Oceania, offering
through this network unrivalled time zones and languages coverage on the top of a highly
reliable, scalable and customisable platform.
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OUR MODEL: AN INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE COMBINED WITH WORLD-CLASS SERVICES DELIVERY

Proctoring made for your organisation
MODULARITY WITH NO
COMPROMISE ON SECURITY
• 3 monitoring and recording solutions to provide
greater flexibility and security to test organisers:

A COMPLIANCE-READY
END-TO-END SOLUTION

DESIGNED TO ADAPT TO
YOUR REQUIREMENTS

• A fully GDRP compliant environment with advanced

• A ready to use Cloud-based infrastructure, auto-

video handling and data protection characteristics;

scaling with usage, or the option to deploy the
environment as a private SaaS;

➡ ClassRoom to organise tests on site while

• A modular and micro-service technical approach, with

monitoring the candidates’ activity with

LTI standardisation, to integrate with existing LMS

reliable screen-sharing functionality;

and test engines, ERP or new deep-analytics options

➡ Live Proctoring for real-time observation of

such as candidate’s exam-taking patterns;

the test sessions through the innovative
ProctorExam 360° viewing platform;
➡ Record & Review to provide greater flexibility
and organisational efficiency, with sessions
recording and reviewing using the 360°
viewing platform.

• A fully web-based experience, customisable
according according to assessment requirements and
institution’s branding, compatible with all operating
systems and requiring no software download.

• Competent and adequate staffing levels to insure
timely and convenient scheduling of the institution’s
forecasted test takers’ volumes.

• Dedicated 24/7 customer training and support teams
to cover all relevant timezones and languages in the
context of a test.

• Service packages available such as proctoring and
reviewing options to externalise as much or as little a
test organisation.
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EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW

A web-based approach, easy to integrate in a digital assessment environment
TEST TAKER EXPERIENCE

ADMINISTRATION BACKOFFICE

Candidates stream and record their entire exam session according to
the settings defined by the test organizer.

A live proctoring panel to
monitor test takers in real
time.

+

And a reviewing environment,
to replay and annotate the
entire sessions.
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USE CASES

Online proctoring for HigherEducation
VIVES University of Applied Sciences emerged from the merger of two universities of
applied sciences in West Flanders, KHBO in the north of the province and KATHO in the
south. As the first academic year of VIVES University of Applied Sciences started in 2013,
VIVES was immediately one of the largest universities of Belgium, with a long tradition of
distance learning.
Today, about 10% of the VIVES students follow a distance learning programme, and they
can take their exams in the exam centre in Kortrijk or online via proctoring.
VIVES offers the ProctorExam Record and Review solution, meaning that proctoring runs
via a webcam, mobile camera and screen sharing, and the sessions are reviewed after the
exams.
Word of mouth has led students from other faculties to hear about ProctorExam, and
asking their programme coordinators to give them the option to take their exams from
home too. This, combined with the efforts of VIVES’ e-learning team, led to a steady growth
in the number of faculties that decided to offer distance exams.
Since November 2015, more than 2,000 proctored exams have been taken. VIVES now
offers a total of 29 study programmes through distance learning, 14 of which provide the
option to take exams online, and that number is only expected to grow.
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USE CASES

Online proctoring for certification
The Association of Corporate Treasurers (ACT) is the British professional body specialising in
the profession of corporate treasury. The ACT supports the development of professional
standards and best practice both inside and outside of treasury, among which a bespoke
competency framework, defining the skills and competencies needed by professionals of the
field.
After running an exhaustive review of the eAssessment and remote invigilation systems early
2018, the ACT partnered with BTL’s assessment platform, Surpass, to deliver their certification
exams moving forward.
Selected for its stability and user-experience, Surpass has been described as “driving forward
in the remote invigilation space” as providing as part of the overall assessment process a
directly integrated remote invigilation environment, provided by ProctorExam.
Unveiling the new assessment experience in July 2018, the ACT received immediately positive
feedback from candidates:
“The new assessment system with Surpass and ProctorExam works very well and is
easy to understand.”
“First of all, I would like to thank you for changing the supplier. I had a much more
pleasant exam experience in comparison to April. The system is very user-friendly.”
Leveraging the ProctorExam partner network to ensure a high level of support for candidates,
the ACT already records an exam launch rate of more than 99% across 1300+ tests.
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Rokin 75
1012 KL
Amsterdam
Netherlands

Get In Touch

✉

alice@proctorexam.com
We are here to help you

📞

+33659519939
Working days 9am to 7pm

